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Many fundamental biological processes are regulated by protein-DNA complexes called synapto-
somes, which possess multiple interaction sites. Despite the critical importance of synaptosomes,
the mechanisms of their formation remain not well understood. Because of the multi-site nature of
participating proteins, it is widely believed that their search for specific sites on DNA involves the
formation and breaking of DNA loops and sliding in the looped configurations. In reality, DNA in
live cells is densely covered by other biological molecules that might interfere with the formation of
synaptosomes. In this work, we developed a theoretical approach to evaluate the role of obstacles in
the target search of multi-site proteins when the formation of DNA loops and the sliding in looped
configurations are possible. Our theoretical method is based on analysis of a discrete-state stochastic
model that uses a master equations approach and extensive computer simulations. It is found that
the obstacle slows down the search dynamics in the system when DNA loops are long-lived, but the
effect is minimal for short-lived DNA loops. In addition, the relative positions of the target and
the obstacle strongly influence the target search kinetics. Furthermore, the presence of the obstacle
might increase the noise in the system. These observations are discussed using physical-chemical ar-
guments. Our theoretical approach clarifies the molecular mechanisms of formation of protein-DNA
complexes with multiple interactions sites.
I. INTRODUCTION
Various genetic modifications are critically important
for genome maintenance of living systems and for abil-
ity of cellular organisms to adapt during the course of
evolution [1, 2]. The examples of such processes include
site-specific recombinations, gene regulation, genome re-
arrangements and genome integration [1, 3–6]. Large
protein-DNA molecular assemblies known as synaptic
complexes or synaptosomes typically control them [1–
4, 7]. Although these complexes play important biologi-
cal roles, it is still unclear how they form so quickly and
efficiently given the very complex nature of cellular envi-
ronment [3].
The proteins in the synaptosomes can associate to
DNA molecules at multiple sites. It is assumed that the
overall process of formation of synaptosomes consist of
several steps of sequential protein binding to the corre-
sponding sites on DNA [1, 2, 4, 7]. This suggests that
the final steps of the synaptosome assembly take place
when the protein is already bound to DNA at some lo-
cations, as shown in Fig. 1. Consequently, the search
for the presently unoccupied specific sites should involve
the formation of protein-facilitated DNA loops via non-
specific protein-DNA interactions and protein sliding in
the looped configurations. The appearance of such com-
plex topological structures significantly complicates the
understanding of the molecular mechanisms of the for-
mation of synaptic complexes.
It is known that the single-site proteins find their spe-
cific sites on DNA via a combination of three-dimensional
(3D) bulk diffusion and one-dimensional (1D) sliding of
non-specifically bound proteins along the DNA chain
[4, 8–19]. This alternating mechanism can dramatically
accelerate the search process, and it was intensively in-
vestigated in recent years [16, 18, 19]. However, the ap-
pearance of DNA loops for multi-site proteins makes the
search process significantly more complex. The theoret-
ical methods used for investigating the target search of
single-site proteins cannot be used for these systems. We
recently introduced a theoretical framework for taking
into account the appearance of DNA loops in the multi-
site proteins target search [20, 21]. This theoretical ap-
proach uses a discrete-state stochastic description, and
it combines analytical first-passage probabilities calcula-
tions with extensive Monte Carlo computer simulations.
After identifying several dynamic search regimes, it was
shown that at some conditions the loop formation can
lead to the accelerated target search [20, 21].
Large number of various protein molecules cover DNA
in live cells [1, 2, 22, 23]. This should influence the tar-
get search when the proteins slide along the DNA chain.
The role of these biological obstacles has been investi-
gated theoretically for the single-site proteins [24–26].
These studies identified the mobility of obstacles and the
strength of non-specific protein-DNA interactions as key
features influencing the target search dynamics. How-
ever, the role of obstacles for multi-site proteins search
has never been investigated.
In this paper, we present a theoretical study on the role
of a static obstacle in the target search of multi-site pro-
teins for specific sites on DNA, considering specifically
the formation of DNA loops and sliding in the looped
configurations. Using a combination of analytical and
computer simulations methods, the multi-site proteins
search dynamics is analyzed for general sets of conditions.
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2Our theoretical calculations suggest that the lifetimes of
DNA-looped configurations and relative positions of the
target and the obstacle are the most important factors
determining the search dynamics of multi-site proteins.
In addition, adding the obstacle might increase the over-
all level of the noise in the system. Physical-chemical ar-
guments to explain these observations are also presented.
II. THEORETICAL MODEL
A. Description
A model for the multi-site protein target search with
the obstacle is presented in Fig. 1. We will concen-
trate on the last stages of the formation of protein-
DNA complex that involve DNA loops and sliding in the
looped configurations. Let us consider is a single protein
molecule with 2 binding sites, and one of them is already
associated tightly to the end of the DNA chain with L
binding sites: see Fig. 1a. We set the size of each bind-
ing site to be 10 base pairs (bp) to reflect the typical
size of the region of protein-DNA interactions. One of
these sites at the location m (1 ≤ m ≤ L) is the target
sequence for the second site on the protein molecule. In
addition, there is an obstacle particle at the site l 6= m,
that stays forever at the same location. In this study,
we consider the static obstacles because, as was shown
recently, they influence the search dynamics more than
the mobile obstacles [24]. Due to non-specific interac-
tions, the protein molecule can non-specifically associate
to DNA at any site, and this leads to the formation of
DNA loops (Fig. 1a). In the looped conformation, the
protein might slide along the DNA chain, but it cannot
pass the obstacle.
It is important to note that since we are trying to un-
derstand the complex mechanisms of multi-site protein
search using a minimal theoretical model, there are sev-
eral approximations in our approach [21]. They include
the assumption that the chain segments in the DNA loop
can quickly relax to equilibrium, which is reasonable for
not very long DNA chains. In addition, we assume that
the location of non-specific bindings are not correlated.
Furthermore, the possible appearance of DNA supercoil-
ing and twists during the motion in looped configura-
tions, as well as DNA sequence effects are also neglected.
A more detailed discussions on these issues and on the
validity of these approximations can be found in Ref.
[21].
Now we can construct a discrete-state description of
the model as presented in Fig. 1b. The overall system
consisting of the single two-site protein bound to the end
of DNA and the DNA chain can be viewed as L + 1
discrete chemical states. The state n (1 ≤ n ≤ L) de-
scribes the DNA looped state when the loop of size n is
formed and there are L−n DNA sites that are not in the
loop. For n = 0, we have a state without loop, i.e., the
protein is not associated to DNA via non-specific inter-
actions (but recall that one site is always bound to the
DNA end): see Fig. 1. From this unlooped conforma-
tion the protein molecule can associate to DNA at the
site n with a rate kon(n). The corresponding dissocia-
tion rate from the state n is koff(n). The protein binding
to DNA is associated with a binding energy  (enthalpic
contribution), where  < 0 describe the attractions and
 > 0 correspond to repulsions. In the looped conforma-
tions, the protein can slide along the DNA with position-
dependent rates: The transition n→ n− 1 (reducing the
loop size) is taking place with a rate wn, while the tran-
sition n→ n+1 (increasing the loop size) is taking place
with a rate µn (Fig. 1).
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FIG. 1: a) Schematic view of two-site protein search for
specific site on DNA when one site is already bound
to DNA end. Red arc describes the proteins molecule.
Purple circle describes the target site. Cyan square
describes the obstacle particle. Black arrows indicate
allowed transitions. b) A corresponding discrete-state
stochastic model of the search process.
The formation of DNA loops and sliding in the loop
configurations modify the free energy of the system,
and this is the reason for position-dependent associa-
tion/dissociation and sliding rates. If all these transitions
are slower than the chain relaxation, the free energy of
the system can be well approximated as [21]
G(n) = G0(n) +  =
A
n
+ αlog[n] + , (1)
where G0(n) is the free energy of the formation of the
loop of size n without enthalpic contribution. The first
3FIG. 2: Free-energy profile of the two-site protein target
search as a function of the loop contour length n. The
following parameters were used: A = 300, α = 3/2 and
 = −2 kBT.
term in this expression corresponds to the bending en-
ergy of DNA, the second term describes the entropy cost
of creating the loop, and the last term is the enthalpic
contribution due to the formation of non-specific protein-
DNA bond. The coefficient A is the bending stiffness of
the DNA chain, and for a circular loop it is given by
A = 2pi2lp, where lp is the persistence length. Below, for
specific calculations, we set the chain length as L = 300
and the parameter A = 300, which in real units corre-
spond to L = 3000 bps and lp = 150 bps. The coefficient
α is related to a scaling exponent for the radius of gy-
ration, and for an ideal Gaussian chain, it is equal to
α = 3/2. The free energy profile for these parameters is
presented in Fig. 2 (with  = −2 kBT). We note that
this free energy expression is one of the simplest approx-
imations which neglects many details — see Ref. [21] for
more discussions on this issue.
Knowing the free-energy profile of the system allow us
to write explicit expressions for the transition rates,
kon(n) = k
(0)
on exp[−θG0(n)], (2)
koff(n) = k
(0)
off exp[(1− θ)G0(n)], (3)
µn = µ0 exp[−θt∆G(n+ 1)], (4)
wn = µ0 exp[(1− θt)∆G(n)]. (5)
Here, k
(0)
on , k
(0)
off , and µ0 are the binding, unbinding, and
hopping rates, respectively, in the absence of the loop
formation (G(n) = 0), and ∆G(n) ≡ G(n) − G(n − 1).
Additionally, parameters θ and θt specify how the free
energy change is distributed between the binding and
unbinding transitions and for the sliding rates in different
directions, respectively. For convenience, we set both of
them to be θ = θt = 0.5. It has been argued before
that changing the values for these parameters does not
change the qualitative behavior of the system [21]. In the
following calculations, we also take µ0 ' 60 s−1 from the
experimental measurements of the diffusion constant of
p53 protein [27], and both transition rates k
(0)
on and k
(0)
off
are varied for a wide range of values.
B. Analytical Calculations in Limiting Cases
It is not possible to explicitly analyze the discrete-state
stochastic model for general sets of parameters. However,
there are two limiting situations that allow for full ana-
lytical solutions, providing a valuable physical insights
on the molecular mechanisms of the target search.
Let us start with the case of short-lived DNA loops.
Then the protein molecule after binding to DNA does
not have much time to slide and it quickly dissociates.
Clearly, the obstacle does not affect much the dynamics
of the target search. As the protein barely slides in this
regime, it effectively does not encounter the obstacle at
all times. This is a so-called “no-sliding limit” that was
analytically fully investigated in Refs. [21, 28]. For the
mean search time T , it was shown that
T =
1 +
∑
i 6={m,l}
kon(i)
koff(i)
kon(m)
. (6)
This expression has a simple physical meaning. Because
there are no correlations in binding/unbinding events, on
average, the protein has to visit every site on DNA (ex-
cept the one occupied by the obstacle) before the target
can be found.
Another limiting situation that can be analytically
solved is the case with long-lived DNA loops. In this
regime, once the protein binds it will stay on DNA for
a long time. Then there are two possible situations. If
the protein lands on the DNA segment where the obsta-
cle does not prevent it from sliding to the target, it will
eventually find it without dissociating. However, if the
protein binds to the DNA segment where the obstacle is
the barrier for reaching the target that cannot be passed
the protein will spend a lot of time on this segment be-
fore dissociating. We can divide the DNA chain into two
segments separated by the obstacle, as shown in Fig. 3.
The region that does not include the target is labeled as
S1, and the other region is labeled as S2: see Fig. 3. We
consider stationary state conditions which means that as
soon as the protein reaches the target site, the system
starts immediately in the state n = 0 [29]. From the
steady-state flux J to the target, the mean search time
can be estimated as T = 1/J . Let us define P0(t), P1(t)
and P2(t) as the probabilities to be in the state n = 0,
in the state S1 or in the state S2, respectively, at time t.
Then the dynamics in the system at all times is described
4by the following (forward) master equations,
∂P0(t)
∂t
=−[kon(S1) + kon(S2)]P0(t) + koff(S1)P1(t) + ktP2(t);(7)
∂P1(t)
∂t
=−koff(S1)P1(t) + kon(S1)P0(t); (8)
∂P2(t)
∂t
=−ktP2(t) + kon(S2)P0(t). (9)
In these expressions, kon(S1), kon(S2) and koff(S1) are
transition rates to associate and dissociate from each re-
gion, which can be determined from the following expres-
sions,
kon(S1) =
∑
n∈S1
kon(n), (10)
kon(S2) =
∑
n∈S2
kon(n), (11)
koff(S1) =
∑
n∈S1
koff(n)exp [−G(n)]∑
n∈S1
exp [−G(n)] . (12)
The physical meaning of these expressions is the follow-
ing. The total rate to reach the segment S1 or S2 is the
sum of all corresponding association rates to each seg-
ment. The total dissociation rate out of the segment S1
is the sum over all dissociation rates from all sites in the
segment weighted by the probability to be found at each
site. The parameter kt is the average rate to slide to the
target at the site m after reaching the region S2. The ex-
plicit expression for this parameter can be obtained using
the analysis developed in Ref. [30],
k−1t =
1
kon(S2)
∑
n∈S2
kon(n)T (n), (13)
where kon(n)/kon(S2) is the probability to bind to DNA
segment S2 at the site n, and T (n) is the mean first-
passage time to reach the target site m starting at the
initial position n, which is given by [30],
T (n) =

m−1∑
K=n
 K∑
i=l
1
µi
K∏
j=i+1
wj
µj
 , if n < m
L−m∑
K=L+1−n
 K∑
i=l
1
ωL+l−i
K∏
j=i+1
µL+l−j
wL+l−j
 , if n > m
(14)
Under stationary conditions we have ∂P0(t)∂t =
∂P1(t)
∂t =
∂P2(t)
∂t = 0, and Eqs. (7), (8) and (9) can be easily solved,
producing stationary probabilities P0, P1 and P2. This
allows us to calculate the flux to the target as J = ktP2 +
kon(m)P0. Finally, the mean search time is given by,
T = J−1 =
[
1
kt
+
kon(S1) + koff(S1)
koff(S1)kon(S2)
]
kon(S2)
kon(S2) + kon(m)
.
(15)
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FIG. 3: A discrete-state stochastic model for the multi-
site protein target search in the limit of long-lived DNA
loops. The system is described as three distinct states,
labeled as S1, n = 0 and S2, respectively.
III. RESULTS
To test analytical predictions in the limiting cases and
to probe the dynamics in the system for general range of
parameters, extensive Monte Carlo computer simulations
that utilized a Gillespie algorithm were performed [31].
We introduce a scanning length, λ0 ≡
√
µ0
k
(0)
off
, as an im-
portant parameter that quantifies the search process. It
is defined as the average length the protein slides along
the DNA chain before dissociating under no potential
(G0(n) = 0). The actual sliding length will be modified
by the effect of the real free-energy profile G(n). The
scanning length also correlates with the lifetime of DNA
looped configurations: the longer λ0, the more the sys-
tems spends in the looped states.
The results of computer simulations and analytical pre-
dictions are presented in Fig. 4 where the mean search
times as a function of the scanning length λ0 are plot-
ted for different association rates. Three search dynamic
regimes can be identified. For short scanning lengths
(λ0 ≤ 1), which corresponds to short-lived DNA looped
conformations, the search is independent of the obstacle
and it also does not depend on the scanning length. This
is a “no-sliding” regime where the protein does not slide
much on DNA. In this dynamic regime, our analytical
predictions perfectly agree with the results of computer
simulations. Increasing the scanning length (1 ≤ λ0 ≤ L,
intermediate lifetimes for DNA-looped states) accelerates
the search dynamics. This is because in addition to com-
ing directly from the solution the protein can also reach
the target via sliding along the DNA chain. But the ob-
stacle again does not affect the search dynamics - this can
be seen by comparing the results for our model with the
obstacle with the model without obstacles that was inves-
tigated before (dashed curves in Fig. 4) [21]. The situa-
tion dramatically changes in the regime of long scanning
lengths (λ0 > L), which corresponds to the long-lived
DNA-looped conformations. Here the obstacle signifi-
cantly slows down the search dynamics. Since in this
5regime the protein mostly reaches the target via sliding,
the protein occasionally maybe trapped in configurations
where the obstacle prevents reaching the target (like the
region S1 in Fig. 3). One could also see that in this dy-
namic regime our analytical calculations fully agree with
computer simulations
FIG. 4: Mean search times as a function of the sliding
length λ0 in the absence (dashed lines) and in the pres-
ence of obstacle (symbols and solid curves) for three dif-
ferent values of the protein association rates. The black
curves are the analytic results for 2 limiting regimes: for
no sliding regime (λ0 < 1) and for sliding dominated
regime (λ0 > L). The following parameters were used in
calculations: µ0 = 60 s
−1, L = m = 300, and l = 150.
The next question we investigated is the role of relative
positions of the target and the obstacle in the dynamic
regimes with dominating long-lived DNA loops. The re-
sults are presented in Fig. 5 where the target position
is varied while the obstacle position is fixed in the mid-
dle of the DNA stand. The search time is significantly
larger if the target is located for 1 ≤ m < l in compar-
ison with positioning the target to l < m ≤ L: in Fig.
4 we employed l = 150 and L = 300. To understand
this result, let us recall that according to Fig. 2 it costs
much more energy to make short loops (1 ≤ n ≤ 150),
and this means that the protein has a lower probability
to reach this part of DNA. The protein can also dissoci-
ate more easily from this region. So putting the target
in this segment will slow down the search due to slow
association rates and multiple visits. But the segment
150 ≤ n ≤ 300 is energetically much more favorable, and
putting the target there will lead to faster search due to
faster association rates and not so many repeat visits.
Our calculations also show that in all situations for large
scanning lengths (long-lived DNA loops) the search time
in the presence of the obstacle is always slower than in
the case without of the obstacle, as illustrated in Fig. 5.
FIG. 5: Mean search time as a function of the target
position m for large scanning length with an obstacle
(filled circles) and without an obstacle (empty squares).
The following parameters were used in calculations: λ0 =
5000, l = 150, k
(0)
on = 1 s−1, L = 300 and µ0 = 60 s−1.
The vertical dashed line indicates the obstacle position.
In the related study, we fixed the position of the tar-
get m and varied the position of the obstacle l, and the
results are illustrated in Fig. 6 where the target is at the
DNA end, m = L. When the obstacle is found far away
from the target at the other end of DNA, the search is not
affected by the presence of the obstacle. This is because
the formation of short loops is energetically unfavorable
so that the protein does not go frequently to this region.
In addition, the obstacle is too far away from the target
to affect the sliding in the direction of the target. How-
ever, moving the obstacle closer to the target increases
the mean search time since the obstacle now works as the
barrier that cannot be passed over. The protein must dis-
sociate more frequently in order not to be trapped in the
region n < l.
6FIG. 6: Mean search time as a function of the obstacle
position l for the fixed position of the target. Circles are
for the model with the obstacle, while the solid line is
for the model without obstacle for the same conditions.
The following parameters were used in calculations: λ0 =
5000, L = 300, m = 300, k
(0)
on = 1 s−1 and µ0 = 60 s−1.
Until now, we focused on the mean times as a measure
of the searching dynamics of multi-site proteins, but the
distribution of search times should provide a more com-
prehensive description of the process [32–34]. In order to
understand how the presence of the obstacle influences
the distribution of search times, we analyzed the relative
standard deviation (RSD), which is the ratio of the stan-
dard deviation of search times to the mean search time,
and the results are presented in Fig. 7. This quantity also
measures the degree of stochastic noise in the system.
One can see that for short and intermediate scanning
lengths, which correspond to the case when the lifetimes
of the DNA-looped states is not large, the RSD is close to
1, and it does not depend on the presence of the obstacle.
We also find that the distribution of search times is close
to the exponential with relatively small degree of noise
in the system. However, for the regime when the long-
lived DNA loops dominate (large scanning lengths) the
presence of the obstacle affects the distribution of search
times. The distribution becomes much wider, which also
corresponds to the increase in the stochastic noise in the
system. This result is easy to understand because in this
regime the protein will frequently visit the DNA segment
from which it cannot slide to the target, and multiple
visits will be done until the goal is accomplished. This
should increase the noise in the system. We also notice
that RSD is almost independent of the association rates.
FIG. 7: Relative standard deviation of the search times as
a function of the scanning length λ0 for different values of
association rates. Filled circles correspond to the systems
with the obstacle, empty squares describe the systems
without obstacle. The following parameters were used in
calculations: L = 300, m = 300, l = 150 and µ0 = 60
s−1.
Our theoretical calculations provide important molec-
ular insights on the role of obstacles in the multi-site pro-
tein target search. They suggest that from the biological
point of view the presence of obstacle does not always
lead to significant delays in the formation of protein-DNA
complexes, in contrast to naive expectations. If the DNA
loops lifetimes are not too short and too long, the system
can provide a fast target search and it can also avoid the
negative effect of the obstacle. This range of parameters
also do not increase the noise in the system which is im-
portant for robustness of biological systems. In addition,
the negative effects of the obstacles can be moderated by
proper arrangements of specific target sites with respect
to them. It will be interesting to check if real biological
systems satisfy these conditions.
IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this work, a theoretical analysis on the role of static
obstacles in the formation of protein-DNA complexes
with multiple interaction sites is presented. We con-
centrated on the final stages of the multi-site protein
target search that involves the formation of DNA loops
and sliding in the looped configurations. A discrete-state
stochastic model for this process is developed and it is in-
vestigated using exact analytical calculations and Monte
Carlo computer simulations. It is found that the static
obstacle does not interfere with the target search dynam-
ics if the lifetimes of the DNA-looped configurations are
not too long. However, in the situations when the DNA
loops are long lived the search dynamics is significantly
slowed down, and the stochastic noise in the system also
increases. In addition, the search dynamics might be
7affected by the relative location of the target and the ob-
stacle. It is argued that biological system might prefer
the conditions with intermediate lifetimes of DNA-looped
states since it leads to the fastest search dynamics with-
out much effect from the obstacles.
Although our theoretical approach identifies the most
relevant features of the multi-site protein search dynam-
ics in the presence of obstacles, we note that the pre-
sented theoretical picture is rather limited with many
approximations. Our method does not take into account
the sequence heterogeneity of DNA molecules, while this
might be an important effect [35]. In addition, more ad-
vanced descriptions of the free-energy profile for polymers
with loops is available. Our theoretical analysis also will
not work for very long DNA chains because the DNA
chain will not be able to relax fast enough. Another
complication is the assumption of no correlation in the
protein consecutive bindings. Furthermore, our theoreti-
cal approach neglects the possibility of DNA supercoiling
and twists, which should complicate the overall search
dynamics. Despite these considerations, the presented
theoretical model clarifies some important molecular de-
tails of very complex biological processes of formation of
protein-DNA complexes. It will be crucial to test our
theoretical conclusions in experiments as well as in more
advanced theoretical studies.
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